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Solar Cells and LightSolar Cells and Light--Emitting Diodes:Emitting Diodes:

two optoelectronic devices for atwo optoelectronic devices for a

greener planetgreener planet

1. Solar cells and LEDs: how they fit into the world’s generation-
and lighting-mixes.

2. Solar cells and LEDs: their design and operation.

3. LEDs: their prospects for contributing significantly to general-
purpose lighting.

4. Solar cells: their prospects for contributing significantly to 
sustainable electricity generation.



The need for a diode structureThe need for a diode structure
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D.L. Pulfrey, Understanding Modern Transistors and Diodes, CUP, 2010. [Figs. 7.1, 8.1]



The The npnp--junctionjunction
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UMTD [Chap. 6]



Energy band diagram: solar cellEnergy band diagram: solar cell
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UMTD [Fig. 7.6]



npnp -- and and NpNp -- junctionsjunctions
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Energy band diagram: LEDEnergy band diagram: LED
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UMTD [Fig. 8.2]
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The Sun as a resourceThe Sun as a resource

• Value for Hsun ?

• How is the energy 
generated ?

• Value for H0 ?

• How much is lost in the 
atmosphere ?

• What is Air Mass ?
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What are the scatterers
and absorbers?
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Absorption coefficientAbsorption coefficient

What is the cut-off energy? Which of these materials has a direct bandgap?
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The generation rateThe generation rate
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How does this curve help in the design of the solar cell?UMTD [Sec. 7.2]
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Basic design issues resulting Basic design issues resulting 
from from GGopop(x(x))

Plan view

• How deep should the junction be?

• Should the emitter be lightly or 
heavily doped? 

• Should the emitter be n- or p-type?

• Should the base be thick or thin?

• Should the base be n- or p-type?

Cross-section
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Emitter photocurrentEmitter photocurrent

From our toolbox: What can be ignored?

What is the BC for p(xj ) ?

What is the BC for p(0) ?
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A numerical exampleA numerical example

Identify each curve 
with a region of the 
solar cell.

The curves are true 
spectral photocurrent 
densities.

Note Le and B.

UMTD 
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The The SiSi world record holderworld record holder

• Why is the front surface textured?

• Why is there a thin oxide over most of the front and the back?

Jhao et al., Proc. IEEE PVSC, 1133-1136, 1997
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Generating a voltageGenerating a voltage

Jph

How  does the voltage that is generated across the resistor bias the diode ?
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Definition of termsDefinition of terms
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ParasiticsParasitics

Include parasitic R and 
IDR(dark) in equivalent 
circuit.

What is the effect of 
the R's and the extra 
diode on Isc, Voc, FF ?

http://www.udel.edu/igert/pvcdrom/index.html
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Effect of Effect of parasiticsparasitics
• 10cm Si wafer:    Jsc = 40 mA/cm2,    Voc = 0.75 V,   Imp*Vmp = 1.8W,      eta = 23%

UMTD [Chap. 7]
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Effect of temperature and Effect of temperature and insolationinsolation

Day 4 Energy, Vancouver
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LED: direct electricalLED: direct electrical--toto--optical optical 
energy conversionenergy conversion

Why p on n, and not n on p?

UMTD [Chap. 8]
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Choosing the semiconductorChoosing the semiconductor

Indirect- or direct-bandgap material ?

UMTD [Sec. 3.2]
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GaPGaP is indirect !is indirect !

How can this 
work?

E.F. Schubert, Light-Emitting Diodes, CUP, 2006 [EFS]
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Voltage efficiency: choosing the Voltage efficiency: choosing the colourcolour

+ kBT/2

UMTD [Sec. 8.1]
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Operating voltageOperating voltage

How can the LED survive being operated at VD ≈ Eg/q ?

EFS
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Current efficiency: choosing the structureCurrent efficiency: choosing the structure

Homojunction Heterojunction

For high-brightness LEDs it is necessary to concentrate the recombination into a small volume.

The example shown has an active layer of low bandgap, and confinement layers of higher bandgap.

Current efficiency :

EFS
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Materials for highMaterials for high--brightness brightness LEDsLEDs

Why is lattice matching important ?

Figs. from EFS. Table from UMTD.
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Steps in the design of Steps in the design of LEDsLEDs

1. We have chosen the bandgap (to get the desired colour),

2. and we have chosen the structure (heterojunction diode) 
to get the confinement of the recombination.

3. Now we have to make sure that the recombination is 
radiative, and not non-radiative.

4. Then we have to get the light out of the diode.
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NonNon--radiativeradiative recombination mechanismsrecombination mechanisms
UMTD [Sec. 3.2]

AugerRG-centre  (SRH)

for p-type material
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MinorityMinority--carrier lifetimecarrier lifetime

UMTD [Sec. 3.2]
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RadiativeRadiative recombination efficiencyrecombination efficiency

UMTD [Sec. 8.3]
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Extracting the lightExtracting the light

How much power 
gets out for GaAs?

EFS
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Design to improve extraction efficiencyDesign to improve extraction efficiency

What are the features of this LED from Philips Lumileds that give it a high extraction 
efficiency?

O.B. Shchekin, et al., APL, 89, 071109, 2006
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WallWall--plug efficiencyplug efficiency

• What is the present world record?

• What is the major bottleneck?
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